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The rates of convergence of the distribution function of quadratic rank 
statistics to the x2-distribution under hypothesis and near alternatives are 
investigated. The considered quadratic rank statistics are used for testing the 
multivariate hypothesis of randomness. The method suggested by JureZkovri [7J 
is applied. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Xi = (Xj, ,..., Xjr), 1 < j < N, be independent p-dimensional random 
variables and Rji be the rank of Xgi in the sequence of Xii ,..., X,$ . Put 
with Cj+ being regression constants and aNi( j) scores. It is supposed that cji satisfy 
(1) 
and the aNi( j) are in either of the following forms: 
~~4.i) = &il(N + l)), 1 <i<p, 1 <j<N, (1.3) 
UNi( j) = EP, ,( U(j)) % N Y 1 <i<p, I <j<N, U-4) 
where U,!,? denotes the jth order statistic in a sample of size N from the uniform 
distribution on (0, 1) and the functions vi are 
(II) nonconstant, defined on (0, l), with a bounded first derivative and 
j: q&s) au = 0. 
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Denote 
It is known that C,, is a conditional covariance matrix of S, under the hypo- 
thesis of randomness. 
We shall investigate the rate of convergence of the distribution function of 
the statistics 
Qc = S,‘q$, , (1.7) 
where C;: is the inverse matrix of C9, , to the x2-distribution under the hypo- 
thesis of randomness and “near” alternatives. Recently several papers dealing 
with the rate of convergence of general linear rank statistics have appeared, 
(e.g., [l, 4,8]). They proved that th e rate of convergence under some conditions is 
max(N-(1/2)+“, XL1 1 cii 13), 6 > 0 for statistics given by (1.2). In the present paper, 
it is shown that the corresponding result holds for Qe , i.e., g=, CL1 j cji 13+ sNs, 
6 > 0. A similar problem was treated by Jensen [7] for Friedman’s x2-statistic. 
To prove the main results the vector (S,, ,..., S,,)’ and the matrix C,, are 
approximated by a vector of sums of independent random variables (S,*, , . .., S,*,)’ 
and a matrix of constants C, = (u&~,” = I,..., p , respectively; the probability 
of events 1 Si, - SC 1 2 E and / uive - uiVz / > E are estimated by the 2Rth 
moments where k is suitable chosen. This method was suggested by JureEkovl[8]. 
To avoid the difficulties with singular matrices we shall assume: 
(III) The matrices Z,, are regular and there exists a number B* > 0 such 
that any accumulation point Z of the set {EHCDc , CL, cii = 1, C,“=, cji = 0, 
i=l ,..., p} is a regular matrix and // Z j/ > B*, where 11 . jj denotes the norm. 
The main theorem of this section is the following: 
THEOREM A. L&X, ,..., X, bep-dimensional independent identically distributed 
random vectors and let Xji , 1 < i < p, 1 < j < N, have continuous distribution 
functions. Then under conditions (I-III) and Eps. (1.3) and (1.4) there exist 
constants A( p, 8) and C( p, 6) such that 
sup I P(Qc < x) - G,(x)\ < A@, S) N-‘1/2’+g + C(p, S) N” 5 i / cji ja+a, 
z j=l g&l 
where Qc is given by (1.7), G,( x is a x2-distribution function with p degrees of ) 
freedom and 6 > 0 is arbitrary. 
Remark. Obviously (I) implies that 
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The assertion of Theorem A follows from several lemmas. In this section, 
the marginal distributions functions of Xji and (& , X,,) will be denoted by 
Fi(x, 0) and F&, Y; 0, O), 1 d ., 2 v < p, respectively. Further, denote 
s,* = (SZ ,..., S,*,)‘, (1.8) 
3: = 5 Wi(~i(Xji , ON, 1 <i<P, (1.9) 
j=l 
cc = h"c)i."=1.....9 > (1.10) 
1 < i, v < P, (1.11) 
SUP I r~l’)(u)I = Div , v = l,O, i = l,..., p, 
uo(o.1) 
where q,:“(u) denotes the 
variance matrix of SC*. 
LEMMA 1. I f  matrices 
such that 
vth derivative. Notice that Z&V - 1)/N is the co- 
C,, and C, are regular then there exists 7 E (0, l> 
N 9 
S,‘qJ$, - s:‘c,%,* = 2 1 (Sic - SC) c S,&i 
i=l 0=1 
where S, = (1 - 7) S$ + 7SIyC , 01 = l,..., p, c@, 1 < i, j < p denotes the 
elements of ((1 - 7) C, + 7$&,)-l. 
Proof. By direct computation we get for the first partial derivatives of the 
functionf(Sr ,..., S, , a,, , ur, ,..., u,,) = S’Z-IS, where S = (S, ,.,., S,)’ and 
Z is a symmetric matrix with elements oij , i, j = l,..., p, the following expres- 
sions: 
when uiv are the elements of C-l. Applying the Taylor expansion to the function 
f (4 ,*.a> s, 7 01, ,a-*, u,,) we obtain the assertion. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 2. Let Yl ,..., k;v be independent random variables such that El’i r~ 0. 
Let Z,,, = CrS, Yi . Then for k = n 
EZ’” = N” 1~~3AV EYf”(4ek)‘. N 
Proof follows from [5, Lemma 31. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. Let assumptions (I and II) be sat$ied and scores be giwen by (1.3), 
then there exist constants A,(k), A,(k) (not depending on N) such that 
E(&, - Si*,)2x’ < A,(k) N-k, 1 <i<pP, (1.13) 
E(q,, - crivc)Bk < A,(k) N-“, 1 < i, v  < p. (1.14) 
Proof. As for (1.13), see [8, Lemma 3.11. To prove (1.14) we use the same 
technique: 
(N - 1)2k E(oi,, - u~VC)” 
2k 
The last member is a sum of independent random variables with the expectation 
zero so that by Lemma 2 we have 
As for the second member of (I. 15), using the Taylor expansion for vi(j/(N + 1)) 
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and the fact that (Rg - E(Rji/Xj,)) g iven Xji , is a sum of independent random 
variables with expectation zero we obtain 
For the third member of (1 .I5) we get similarly 
E 5 MFv(Xjv , ON - ~&v)) (P,(F& > 0)) 2k 
j=l I 
< D:.D$N”(6ek)“. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. Let assumptions (I-III) be satisfied and scores be giwen by (1.3) then 
there exists a constant A#) such that 
P(1 uivg - uivc / >, N-(1jz)+s) < A3(S) N-lj2, 6 > 0, 1 < i, v < p. 
Proof. Lemma follows directly using the Chebyschev inequality and 
Lemma 2: 
P(I uivll - uivc / > N--(1/2)+8) < Nk-2kdE(uiV1, - uivJ21C 
< A,(k) N-2k6, 
and putting k = [(46)-l] + 1. 
Lemma 3 implies 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Under assumptions of Lemma 3 there exist constants B*(S) and 
N,, such that for N > N,, 
P(l I %x I - I 2, I I 2 I & l/2) < B*(S) N-(1’2)+6, 6 > 0, (1.17) 
where ( C,, 1 denotes the determinant of the matrix Z,, . 
Lemmas l-3 imply: 
LEMMA 5. Let assumptions (I-III) b e sattkjied and scores be given by (1.3) 
then there exist constants A,(6) and Nl such that for N 3 Nl 
P(I S,‘C;;S, - S;‘C;‘S,* ( 3 N-‘1/2J+a) < A,(6) N-‘1/2)+6, 6 > 0. 
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Proof. Applying Lemma 1 and the Chebyschev inequality we obtain 
(1.18) 
where Si = (1 - 7) SG + ~$3~~ , j = I ,..., p, &j, i, j = I,..., p denotes the 
elements of ((1 - 7) C, + +&)-r and E* denotes the expectation in the 
following way: 
E*Y = EWI I %, I - I Cc I I < I Cc l/2), 
with I(A) denoting the indicator of a set A. Applying Holder’s inequality two 
times we arrive at the following estimation of (1.18): 
The boundedness of uiUD and uive implies the existence of a constant B,(k) such 
that 
I uiv I < W)ll(l - 7) cc + rl%c I> i, Y = l)..., p, 
where 1 * 1 denotes the determinant. Obviously, 
I(1 - 3) c, + ?%c I > I xc Fn I =lJ, In. 
Thus uiV are bounded on the set {I / X,, 1 - 1 X, 1 1 < 1 X, l/2} from above and 
there exist constants B,(k) and B,(k) such that 
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In the same way as [8], we obtain 
ES:: G Bd4, 1 <iG$J, 
where B,(K) is a constant depending on K only. Using [8, Lemma 3.11, and 
Lemma 2 (Eqs. (1.18)-(1.21)) we can conclude that there exists a constant B,(k) 
such that 
P(( s;c,:s, - s,*‘c,ls,* 1 3 N--(1/2)+6, 11 z,, j - 1 c, (1 > 1 z, l/2) 
< B4(K) N-2k8. 
Our lemma follows from this inequality, Eq. (1.17), and if we choose 2k8 = 
2-l. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem A. By Lemma 4 we have for N > N, 
P(S,‘q$, < x) < P(s:‘E;%,* < x + N-(l/2)+6) 
+ P(J S,‘C,;S, - S,*‘C;%,* 1 > N--(1/2)+6) 
f P(U,‘U, < x + N-(1/2)+s) + A,(6) N--(lIs)fS, 
where U, = B,S, with B, satisfying B,‘Z,B, = I. Obviously, U, is a vector 
of sums of independent random variables with the unit variance matrix and 
U,‘U, = B,‘Z;‘B, . Thus according to [3, Application 1, Remark 21 there 
exist constants C,(6) and C,(6) such that 
P( U,’ U, < x + N--(l12)+*) 
< P( U’U < x + N-‘1/2)+s) + C,(S) /( B, /(3+8 
9 N 
x N3/2(8+1) i; iz (I cii I E I d&(X,, > W”‘” 
I 
3’1+6”‘3+6’ N-l’2 
+ C,(6) 11 B, II3 N3’2 [$ ,$ $ (I cji 1 E ) ppi(Fi(Xji 9 O))l)3+d]3’(3U’ N-1/2, 
a-13=1 
(1.22) 
whereU = (U, ,..., U,) ’ is a vector with normal distribution (0, I). By assump- 
tion (I) and Remark we have 
and thus the right-hand side of (1.22) is smaller or equal to 
P(U’U < x + N-(l/e)+s) + C,*(S) i 5 ( cia (a+6 Na, 
i=l j=l 
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where 
C,*(S) = C,(S) B*3+” ,mn, D;:1++26/(3+~) + C,(6) B*3 ly,yi D;lp--6j(3+s’. 
. . 
The set{u = (ur ,..., u,)‘; u’u < x> is a convex set, then by [3, Application l] 
P(x < U’U < x + N-(1/y < A&%) N-(1/2)@, 
where A#) is a constant depending on 6 only. Thus we obtain 
P(S,‘C;$, < x) < P(U’U < x) + (A&) + A@)) N-‘1/2J+s 
+ C,“(S) NS 5 $y 1 cji j3+a. 
j=l id 
Similarly, we get 
P(S,‘C,:S, < x) > P(U’U < x) - N-(l/2)+8(A4(8) + A#)) 
- c,*(s) N6 t i j cji [3+8. 
jg i=l 
We get the assertion for the scores given by (1.4) by making use of 
t cji(~~dh) - F~(W(N + 1))) 2k j=l I 
< (W2” E(G&~,) - cp,(l;‘,,l(N + 1)))2L 
< (2KDi1)2k N-l 5 (E(U;’ -?‘i(N + l))2)k 
j=l 
< (2kDi1)2* N-“. Q.E.D. 
2. RATE OF CONVERGENCE UNDER ALTERNATIVES 
In this section we shall assume that the distribution of Xj depends on 
unknown parameters O,, ,..., BiK , K > p in such a way that the distribution of 
Xii depends on 0,; , moreover, we shall assume: 
(IV Xl ,***, X, are independent random variables, Xi , 1 < j < n, have 
continuous distribution function and Xi,, 1 < i < p, 1 < j < N, have a 
density fi(x, S,J E 9, where O,, are unknown parameters and 9 is a family of 
densities f (x, O), B E J (J-open interval containing zero) satisfying: 
(a) f (x, 0) is absolutely continuous in 0; 
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(b) the limit 
f<x, 0) = 9% Wf(x, 6) - f(% 0)) 
exists for almost all x; 
(c) there exist 0, and a constant C such that for all / 8 1 < B,, 
The conditions on the unknown parameters Bli , 1 < i < p, 1 < j < N, are the 
following: 
m 
In the following we shall denote by EH and EA the expectation under hypo- 
thesis (given in Theorem A) and the alternative (IV), respectively (similarly 
varA , PA var, , PH , etc.). Further, E,Og(X, ,..., X,) denotes the integral with 
respect to the measure PA0 which is a restriction of PA to the set {I$.,fi(X,i ,0) # 
0, 1 < i < p>. Denote by C,, = (u& , Y = l,..., p, 
uivA = (l/(N - I)) EA f CjiCiv . f ~i(Fi(Xji , 0)) &Fv(Xjv 3 0)). 
j=l j=l 
To ensure the existence of the inverse matrix C,, it will be assumed: 
(VI) The matrices C,, are regular, there exists a number B** > 0 such 
that any accumulation point X of the set {EACse , Cc, c;~ = 1, CL, cji = 0, 
i = I...., p} is a regular matrix and 1) C 11 > B**. 
THEOREM B. Consider the statistic Qc given by (1.7). Then under assumptions 
I and II, IV-VI and (1.3) or (1.4) there exist constants A( p, a), C( p, 6) and 8* 
(not depending on N) such that for max,~i~N,lsiSD I eji I < e* 
sup I P(Qc < x) - P(U’c-,‘,U < x)1 
3 
< A($, 8) N-(1/3)+s + C(p, 6) k 5 (I cii 13+8 + 1 Bit I”‘“) Ns, 
j=l i-1 
6 > 0, 
where U = (U, ,..., U,)’ is a random vector with distribution normal (or, , Z,) 
with C, and pLN given by (1.10) and 
PN = (tL1N Y.**, %N)‘> (2.1) 
PiN = 5 Cji s f ,(r o)lo &FAX, O>>fdX, @ji> dxt 1 <i,<p, (2.2) j=l I * 
respectively. 
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First, two lemmas symplifying the proof will be given. 
LEMMA 6. Under assumptions (IV-VI) there exists a constant B,* such that 
f’, 
( 
j~fi& > 0) = 0 < B,* 2 I hi IV, 1 <i<p. 
j=l 
Proof. See [6, Lemma 3.11. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7. Let Y,,, = Y,(X, ,..., X,) be a random variable with a finite 
2kth moment. Then under assumptions of Lemma 5 there exists a constant B,* 
such that 
EAoYsk < Bz*[EHY;k]f12. 
Proof. See [6, Lemma 3.21. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem B. By Lemma 6 we can write 
SUP I f’,@c < 4 - J’A~(Q~ < ~11 < 4* : t I ‘4i Is. 
z j=l i-1 
The rest of the proof follows in the same way as that of Theorem A; by Lemma 3 
and (1.13) there exists a constant A,(k) such that 
EAo(Sic - Six,)2k < A,(k) IV-“. Q.E.D. 
Next, we shall add the following conditions on the distribution of X1 ,.. ., X,: 
(VII) (a) (Xii , Xiv) has a density fiV(x, y; Sj, ,..., O,,) 1 < i, Y < p, 
1 <.iGN,K>p; 
(b) there exist the first partial derivatives of fiv(x, y; 0, ,..., 0,) with 
respect to all 1 0, 1 < 0, 1 < 01 < K (denotingji,,,(x, y; 0, ,..., OK)); 
(c) there exist constants I? and 8 such that for maxICaSK / 0, ) < # 
l /fid&Y; el - &)I dX dY G 6, 1 < i, Y < p. 
THEOREM C. Let assumptions I-V, VII be satisfied and the scores be given in 
either (1.3) OY (1.4) then there exist constants a( p, S), I?( p, 6) and 8 such that fog 
m=l~~sN.lC6~K I @ii I < 8 
su~lf’/dQ, < 4 -Pz@J’U <x)1 
z 
< &, 8) N- ’ (l 2)+8 + c(p, 6) t i (I cfi /3+8.+ I O,, 13+8), N8, 6 >o, 
j=l i=l 
where U = (U, ,..., U,)’ has a normal distribution (p,,, , I) with p, given by (2.1). 
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Proof. Follows from Theorem B and 
where Do2 = rnaxIciss Of,, . 
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